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CHAIRMAN’S CHAT
East of the Exe
Living in the west of the county I often gravitate towards the Cornwall events. Those in the East of Devon
visit other convenient events. It is good to see Tess Stone and other’s initiative to form an East of Exe
Schools’ league from a selection of events in Wimborne, QO and East Devon. Tess is hoping to add some
East Devon events to the programme to support the league. Please let her know if you can help.
Training
There are a number of reasons I was not able to train with the British Squad. Starting the sport in my late
30’s to name but one; we will pass over the others. It was therefore a delight to train with someone who has
worked with the British Squad when the Royal Signals used our areas for training in early November led by
Dave Rollins.
Both Alan Simpson and I turned up at Burrator and enjoyed a delightful day doing various exercises in the
arboretum area before a challenging 6km course in the afternoon. The uninterrupted sunshine helped. Dave
was pleased we lasted the day and we were pleased that we were not the slowest on the day. Dave has
kindly given us copies of the exercises he prepared and we hope to roll out some of these to the club at a
future training day. If Royal Signals visit in future years we will make sure we give members more notice so
more have the opportunity to benefit from the training. Alan and I have to apply the skills practiced.
In the news
All members should recently have received their copy of Focus where the Yvette Baker Trophy win was
reported and pictured our victorious team.
Some members will also subscribe to Compass Sport Cup magazine. For those who do not there is a photo
O competition in the latest issue at a place well known to us – Crazy Well. Brian Parker prepares this
challenge. I am not sure if, with our local knowledge, we are allowed to win but the prize is a free entry to
the Scottish 6 Day event in 2015. One or two of the photos look very familiar
Compass Sport Cup Final
In the club rankings published in Compass Sport we are ranked a few points behind BOK who, of course,
won the Compass Sport Cup last year. On December 14th we have our chance to nudge ahead of them on
the day just as our Yvette Baker team did in the summer. Let us hope the other teams on the day do not
nudge past us. Good concentration and navigation to all who journey to the Compass Sport Cup Final. If
your name is not on the list of travelling competitors speak to Jill Green urgently to see if your name can
still be added.
More junior wins
Finally congratulation to Torquay Boys Grammar School’s who retained their national titles at the Schools’
Score Championships in October. They were also very successful in the British Schools Championship held
in Leeds in November. They won three of their year groups, were second in two more and fourth in the
other year group. Overall they were third in the large secondary school category, with the other two schools
having both girls and boys to boost their results
Nicholas Maxwell
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CLUB KIT
I would like order some more Club Orienteering Tops from Trimtex before Christmas for delivery in the
New Year – in time for the JK. Anyone wishing to have a top should contact me
(nmaxwell.binnlodge@btopenworld.com) stating style and size.
Styles : Short Sleeve in mesh; Long Sleeve in Polyester; Short Sleeve in Polyester.
Sizes : Extra Small; small; medium; large; extra large. (there are smaller and larger sizes)
Prices : Short sleeve £38.50; Long Sleeve £44.50;
Juniors £10 discount. (These prices are subject to
confirmation by Trimtex).
I can also order a range of sweatshirts, hoodies, jackets etc from Personal Best in St Austell with the Club
logo. Please see the website for further details.
Vivienne Maxwell

STOP PRESS
CONGRATULATIONS
Torquay Boys Grammar School will be off to Turkey next April to represent England at the World School
Orienteering Championships. Two teams of 5 will be competing at the event. They will be in the M14 and
M16 age groups of the School teams as opposed to the select teams which are made up of 4 individuals from
different schools.

OBITUARY
RODNEY BENNETT
Rodney died on 19th October after a long and complicated illness. He was an early member of the club and
enjoyed his orienteering, travelling around the country for events. He introduced his daughter Katie to the
sport and encouraged his wife Carol to help with the club activities.
Rodney‘s favourite orienteering area was Dartmoor and he enjoyed the challenge of finding controls in
depressions, pits and gullies created by the old tin miners.
Shortly before he died he reminisced about one Caddihoe Chase held on Dartmoor, where he helped Carol to
type out the start lists for day 2 well into the night. They were working in Chagford Village Hall, well
aweay from their home in Ottery St Mary. This was before the advent of computers and electronic punching
when card control cards had to be checked for the correct pin punch marks and then times calculated, before
the chasing start order could be finalised and typed for display at the day 2 assembly.
Rodney was always full of life and great fun to be with. He steadied many youngsters nerves at events.
Rodney will be sadly missed and our thoughts go out to Carol, Katie and family..
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DEVON JUNIORS REPRESENT THE SW AT THE INTER REGIONAL ORIENTEERING
CHAMPIONSHIPS IN THE LAKE DISTRICT
Frankie Perran Smart from Torquay, Meg Somers and Dom Walker, from Talaton and Flurry Greirson from Ottery St
Mary ran in the W14 & M14 category respectively, Dulcie Greirson from Ottery and Emily Keenan from Sidmouth
ran in the W16 category, Jonty Eaton Hart from Payhembury and James Dean from Torquay ran in the M16 Catergory
and Ellie Stone from Colyton and Grey Greirson from Ottery St. Mary were in the W18/M18 age category.

This is the major competition in the SW
Regional Squad calendar. Each region takes
in turn hosting the event. The Lakes were
going to be a technical challenge for some
who have not orienteered in this area before.
Day one, Saturday, was the individual races
on Graythwaite, a fantastic orienteering area –
the Lakeland Orienteering Club would say
one of the very best in England. The terrain is
technical throughout, with good variety. It is
also tough and physical, so physical fitness
was tested as well as technical ability. All
courses visited the western slope with
wonderful runnable orienteering. They also visited the challenging central area of forest. This is low visibility conifer
plantation, hiding complex rock and marsh terrain. The M/W18 and M16 courses also visited the eastern slopes with
some great terrain, but also extremely rough in places. Bracken was bit of an issue slowing progress on some who
chose open areas as a route choice.
Meg achieved 8th on her course, which was very good at her first event like this,
completing the 3km course and 145m of climb in 40.43 minutes, Frankie also
did well completing the course in 54.19 minutes & was 20th. Flurry had an
excellent run coming 6th on the 3.7kn course with 190m of climb in
40.27minutes and Dom, who was orienteering in the Lakes for the first time, was
33rd with a time of 94.44mins on the same course.
Dulcie and Emily were both on the W16 course doing 3.6km with 155km of
climb with a more technical challenge. Emily was 11th in 54.56mins and Dulcie
17th in 63.44mins. Jonty was on the M16 course which was 4.5km with 215km
of climb he came 23rd in 78.59 mins.
Ellie had made the journey with the Welsh squad as she is now studying in
Carmarthen, she was 19th on her course of 4.7km with 255m of climb. Grey was 17th on the 5.9km course with 360m
of climb in 76.12mins. James was called in having recovered from knee problems to replace Sean and run the M18
course too and was under strict instructions to look after the knees and use the event as
experience, which is what he did!

Everyone stayed overnight at Ulverston Victoria high School, on the sports Hall floor! We
all got some sleep but someone from Wales I believe was snoring for much of it! We were
all well fed in the evening and for Breakfast so had plenty of energy for the Relays the next
day!
Emily at the last control on the relay
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Sunday was the Relay Day at Roanhead near Barrow which is an area of technical sand dunes. The
organisers had cleverly set up the start, handover point and finish on the inside of a massive sand dune
crescent. The crescent sand dune could be climbed to view the mass of dunes and marshes beyond in the
competition area. A few controls were visible from here making the relay competition an excellent spectator
event as well.

The
Mass
Start &
James on
first leg
The SW and most other regions had 4 teams.
The race starts with a mass start of the W16
followed by the M16.
All courses are gaffled, which means that although the courses are all the same length they will have some
controls the same and some different to the others in the race. It makes it very exciting but also means there
is more chance of runners mis - punching by going to an incorrect control.
There is one from each age group in a team. Emily, Millie (from Bristol Orienteering Club-BOK) and Ellie
were 12th overall. (Handover pictured on the right)
Another SW team came 5th and the other two both had a
miss punch among the team!! Ahh!
Meg, Frankie and Dulcie (who was running up as a W18)
had very good legs for their team. The boy’s relay team of
Jonty, Joseph from BOK and Grey were also 12th overall.
Another SW team finished 7th. James, Dom and Fraser
(from Wimborne OC) finished 20th and the other team,
with Flurry on the middle, had a mis - punch on the last
leg, they would have finished 8th ! That is the nature of
the sport and why it is so important to check control
descriptions numbers!
The SWJS were at the Devon
Galoppen and will be at every other
Galoppen this season so come and
say hello, enjoy their cakes and
donate any old orienteering gear so
that it can be sold on to support the
squad. They will have a bit of a
clinic to help those of you that want
to review your course and more info
if you are interested in getting
involved.
Dulcie handing over to Meg!
Report via Tess Stone
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THE BARBAROUS NORTH
The British Schools championships seem to come round very quickly and this years was no exception. A
total of 29 runners from Torquay, all members of Devon, one cook , a doctor , one driver and a coach made
the long journey on the Friday up to Leeds. Traffic chaos with closed motorways made it a testing journey
but something we are all used to. At least we had a warm centre to
stay in for the two nights. On the Saturday the youngest runners headed
off for some training whilst the experienced runners entered the World
schools trials at Adel Woods trying to get a place at the event next April
in Turkey. Nearly all the best runners in the country were there trying to
get either the select team or the school places. It was a scrappy area, soft
underfoot with added brambles and mist for good luck but everyone gave
all they had with a lot of very good results in both age groups. We
rarely get top three places but we do pile in well behind them.
We won't know the results for certain for another week as it’s up to the
selectors but let’s just say I am very hopeful that ten of our runners will
be making the journey to Turkey in the Spring.
On Sunday it was the main event at Temple Newsam. It was certainly
cold but when running quite a pleasant temperature. At the Schools
Championships it’s really a runners event as technically its easier than
usual which doesn’t really help us much. However, all knew what they
had to do and the regular training and good attitude really paid off.
Year 7's : placed 4th nationally which was the same as last year’s team and look what they did. After seven
weeks of training that's about all that could be expected . The experience will hold them in good stead. Finn
Heywood, Finn Robinson, Finley Dennison, Owen Patterson Ethan Jenkins and Jack Forrest took part.
Year 8's :National Champions and by a mile with good results throughout. Perhaps the stand out
performance. Clearly a VERY strong year with great potential for the future. Will Matthews 4th , Reuben
Vasey 5th, Sam Johnson 7th , Freddie Gilmore 8th Oli Godley 34th (after a long delay due to cows blocking
him off from his control ! ) and Obbie Fox mp in his haste
Year 9's : National Runners up and only just behind the winners. A solid performance with clearly more to
come. Hugo Twigger 5th Ben Stevens 7th Will Meadows 12th and Sam Kneath 18th
Year 10's: National Champions and again fantastic packing of results from ALL six Harry Fox 7th , Matt
Birdsall 8th, Harry Jamieson 9th , Tom Snow 10th Oli O’Brien 14th James Condon 15th
Year
11's:
National
Champions
with
again
more
potentially
to
come.
th
James Dean 6th Toby Bate 12th and Dom Clarke 18
Year 12's : National runners up and just behind the Scottish Champions who had made the journey South.
Sean Rowe 4th Dom Cook 12th and Jake Belsten 14th, Sam Peat mp
Overall and for the first time ever we were on the podium being placed 3 rd but without the Girl runners it
will be difficult to improve much on this. Not to say we won’t try though
Another step forward but a long way still to go. Down to a lot of hard work from all of the runners and help
from Tom Lillicrap, Ben Chesters and other Devon members. Its the old story: the more you put in to
something the more you will get out of it. Just like life in general, but it does help that they actually enjoy it
!
Steve P

LONG - O
The weekend of events was held at what turned out to be the end of an extended summer. Little rain had
fallen and the moor was exceptionally dry. It was still possible to find some marsh and crossing the leats
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cannot always be done in the dry. The sun shone and there was great visibility. Just the sort of conditions to
help the organisers feel more comfortable.
The first day was a score event of 2, 3 or 4 hours. I opted to do the short course. The words of Clint
Eastwood in Dirty Harry being my guide (’A man’s got to know his limitations’). With score events it is
better to plan your strategy and inevitably you are tempted by just one more control. Here it was more
complicated. The controls were worth different points from 10 to 50 points. The rule was that you could
not go for a control with less points than the one you had just been to. This meant you had to finish with the
50 point control which was conveniently on the way back to the finish. Doing a short course I decided there
was little value starting with a 10 or 20 point control so I went for 30 or above. It was interesting to see the
range of strategies employed.
The area used for Day1 was the whole Burrator map starting at Princetown. This means you descend to start
with and unfortunately finished with the climb. For me the mistakes I made occurred picking up the
controls on the way back up. I blame lack of oxygen. I was pleased, however, that the penalty points
incurred were less than my lowest control. In other words my visits to all the controls had not been in vain.
If I had not made mistakes on the way back I think I would have been penalty free.
On day 2 it was a traditional LongO course with the short course being about 8km. You visited South
Hessary Tor and Kings Tor including crossing the central marshy bit. This was more runnable and for me
with less climb than the previous day. The QO team had laid on soup, cake and drinks back at the school.
I think those that participated thought it had been a very successful weekend. May be we can repeat it in
two years time but without the competition of a SW galoppen. . Thanks to all who helped make it a success
and to QO for proposing the idea of a joint weekend in the first place.
Nicholas Maxwell

BIRCH’S TAILS
At last, I have been orienteering again!
Unfortunately I was taken by Susan rather
than Roger.
We went to Trelissick in
Cornwall and after Susan had registered us
and enquired whether I could go we set off. I
was firmly kept on a lead which was rather
irritating.
Once past the start we headed along the field
parallel to the road, through the gate and onto
the first control. We then carefully crossed
the road and headed down the zig zag path to
the second control. Roger had used a short cut
by going down the through the woods to the
path just close to the control. I was very
anxious to join him, but Susan stopped and let
him go on ahead as he was on a different
course. I was very cross with Susan and
pulled her as fast as I could, trying to follow
my hero. This was not helpful to Susan as she
struggled to get to number three. After that
we ran along the path above the inlet admiring
the view and followed it around to #4. We did
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not go through the hill fort, but south of it to #5 and the retaced our steps to pick up the path to #6. As a
change of route we went through the field to get to the path above #3 to follow it to #7. Unfortunately Susan
was not looking at the map and we overshot the attack point, heading west. After a bit we returned to the
attack point and searching around managed to find the route into the control that the kind bramble fairy had
made. Roger caught us up here and so I made Susan wait until he had punched and we could proceed
together back onto the track to the road crossing. Again we carefully crossed the road and passing #1 we
followed the path back into the parkland and to the tree at #8. We followed the path down into the re-entrant
and into the copse via the stile and following the paths made our way onto #9. We had to follow the path on
to get out of the copse onto the grass to #10 and a trip to the finish. I thought I has seen Roger and wanted
to go to him to show him the way to the controls, but Susan insisted that i go to the finish first and then to
download.
The Devon galoppen was a disaster for me! Susan attempted to take me around the short green, but I made
sure she could not look carefully at the map, so we aimed in the right direction and then cast aimlessly
around looking for the control. She persevered for three controls, but then called it a day! I hope that will
mean that I go with Roger next time.
Bother, my plan has not worked! We went to the Killerton event and Susan insisted that she should take
me! At registration I was able to greet my special friends Carol and John Pearce and then Rob Parkinson.
We did the short green course and I was able to direct Susan to the first control. We then left the park and
went into the woods. After passing several family groups looking for dragons, we found number 2. Susan
let me have my freedom and we made a devious route to #3. I kept playing hide and seek. Then to #4
which Susan managed to misinterpret the control feature and so we spent a long time looking for a knoll
instead of the re-entrant. We went along the top path to #5 and #6. I picked up Roger’s scent and chased
him down to his control – the meany sent me back to Susan and so I had to run at great speed up to find her,
just as we were leaving #6 Roger caught up with us. I was overjoyed and tried to pull Susan back down the
slope to join him. Roger was also heading to our #8 and so Susan let me go and I could keep an eye on both
of them. After 8 I was firmly led, but I was secretly pleased because I didn’t have to keep an eye open to see
where Susan was. We crossed a very narrow bridge over the haha into the open area and two controls in a
straight line, back into the woods and quickly found #11 before heading down the track to #12. On the way
we met Val Livsey and were able to show her which track she was on. I nearly got my paws pricked as we
went into 12 and I tried to stop Susan punching the control! Back into the parkland and #13 caused Susan to
lose a bit of time as she went too low. But soon we found it and then hurried to the final control and the
finish. At registration I could give Carol a proper greeting as she was getting ready to go out. In spite of
having to go with Susan, I enjoyed the course very much and am looking forward to the next event!
At last, I was allowed out with Roger. We went to the Quantocks event at Aisholt Common and
Cockercombe and we all did the light green. We started first and left Susan to make her own way round.
We set off through the woods and I had to negotiate all the brambles, my poor paws are still sore! Then we
went through the gate so that we could have a good gallop over the common, before heading back into the
wood via another gate, two controls then back to the common and a downhill leg to the control before
making our way back to the top of the common and into the woods. I had to be helped over the stile which
was rather high, but we had a good time making our way downhill to the common. I found part of a rabbit
pelt which made a good meal and helped replace all the energy I had used. Roger tripped over and lost a
hearing aid close to the finish, so after we had been to the finish and downloaded we went back and found it.
Birch Hateley

FIXTURES
DEVON EVENTS
December.
6th
League Event Uphams Plantation, Woodbury Common. SY042862.
Entry Times: 11.30 until 13.30
6th
Night Event Uphams Plantation, Woodbury Common. SY042862.
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28th

Entry Times: 16.30 until 18.00
Novelty Event Parke, Bovey Tracey.
SX805786
Registration: 10.30 until 11.15. Mass start: 11.30

January 2015
18th League Event Five Tors, Tavistock
Entry Times: 10.30 until 12.30
24th Night Event Virtuous Lady, Yelverton
Entry Times: 16.30 until 18.00

KERNO EVENTS
December
7th
Galoppen

Lanhydrock, Bodmin
Entry Times: 10.30 until 13.30

January 2015
10th Night Event
25th

CUC Tremough, Penryn
Entry Times: 18.00 until 19.00
League Event Penhale Sands, Perranporth
Entry Times: 10.30 until 13.30

SX087641

SW768149
SW769548

QUANTOCK EVENTS
December
27th Novelty Event Blackborough North, Taunton

ST101084

January 2015
4th
League Event Croydon Hill, Minehead
SS973419
Start Times: 11.00 until 13.00
February
1st
Galoppen
Ramscombe, Taunton
ST165377
Start Times: 10.30 until 13.00
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